
AZORES

1-8 MAY 2021



TRIP OVERVIEW

Surf & turf camp in the stunning Azores 

         #gobeyond

MEETING POINT 

São Miguel Island

Ponta Delgada Airport 

ACCOMODATION

· 7 nights in private atlantic villa 

  in the heart of a small fishing 

  village by the ocean

· Super cozy and stylish rooms 

  with 2-4 beds

TRAVEL

· Individually, we assist with 

  choosing the best flights 

· Several budget flights daily 

  from Lisbon and Porto

VISA

Azores is part of Portugal,

most nationalities don’t

need a visa. Please check

before your application,

let us know if you need

any help. 

SURF SKILLS  

From beginners to

advanced surfers

60% surf   20% nature & hike

SURF SPOTS

· 360 degree swell window

    more than a dozen of 

  amazing surf spots with 

  often empty lineups

LENGTH OF TRIP

8 days 

21 3 4 5 6 7 8

SURFING DAYS

6 days

SURF PACKAGE

·  min 5.days of Surf lessons

 + freesurfing opportunities

· surf guiding for advanced riders

· big variety of boards

· wetsuit

THE GROUP

· 12-20 guests 

·  solo travellers, couples 

 and friends are welcome

20% culture & gastronomy



HIGHLIGHTS

360 degree swell window and amazing uncrowded surf spots

Incredibly green scenery, vibrant blue and green volcanic crater lakes

Unique and crazy good looking thermal baths and waterfalls

World famous meat and dairy production

The best steak restaurant in Portugal

Local surf coaches with decades of experience who train 

professionals as well

The only pineapple and tea plantations in Europe
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The program is subject to change at any times. The final itinerary depends on current 

weather conditions, swell, tidal movements, the group’s surfing skills and stamina.

POINTS OF INTEREST

ISLA SÃO MIGUEL

PONTA DELGADA

RIBEIRA GRANDE

LAGO DE FOGO

 SETE CIDADE

MONTE PALACE

FURMAS
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Short transfer to the accommodation with our 

minivans, welcome get-together with 

local wines, cheeses and fish.

DAY 1

ARRIVAL
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Hearty buffet breakfast at the Volcanic Charming 

House followed by surf theory in Santa Barbara. 

Everyone gets their board and wetsuit and we split 

the group based on surf skills. First surf lesson on 

an easier beach break in Santa Barbara or Populo. 

After a quick lunch we’ll head for a small hike 

to Lagoa do Fogo. Local seafood dinner 

in Ribeira Grande.

DAY 2

FIRST DIP
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DAY 3

TEA & BBQ

Optional sunrise surf session for advanced 

surfers in Tuka Tula or Monte Verde. Breakfast, 

then surf lesson on a friendly beach break. 

After lunch we visit a tea plantation and 

do some hiking with amazing atlantic views. 

For dinner, we will throw a barbeque party 

in the garden of our villa.
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We will head to thermal baths in a Jurassic Park 

scenery and relax under hot waterfalls. 

After re-energizing at the pools optional sunset 

surf session. For dinner, we taste the best steaks 

of Portugal.

DAY 4

HOT SPRINGS

DAY 5

HIDDEN BEACH 

This day we will hike down to a hidden black 

sanded beach, where the best pointbreak of 

the island is located. After surf we’ll have lunch 

by the bonfire. The beach is only accessible 

in low-tide, so timing is important. 

Finishing our day in Ponta Delgada, checking 

out the old town and the harbour. We’ll make 

home made paella for dinner. 
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Rise and shine! Starting the morning with a 

sunrise surf session at Tuka Tula or Monte Verde, 

followed by breakfast and a hiking trip to Sete 

Cidades and Monte Palace. 

For lunch we’ll try the local specialty, Cozido 

de Furnas, followed by a visit to a thermal 

bath and botanic gardens. 

Dinner at a local organic Farm restaurant with 

ingredients grown exclusively on the island. 

DAY 6

AMAZING VIEWS
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DAY 7

MOSTEIROS

This day we’ll head to the Western tip of the island 

where intermediate and advanced surfers can surf 

on cool reef breaks with amazing scenery. 

After surf and lunch, we’ll visit a unique thermal 

bath where hot water meets cold seawater in 

volcanic pools. Beginners will surf on Tuka Tula 

in stronger beach breaks. Dinner in an organic 

sushi restaurant.
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DAY 8

DEPARTURE & LISBON

We start our final day with an early departure to 

catch our flights to Lisbon. We will leave the bags 

in the lockers at the airport and grab lunch at the 

famous Time Out Market in the city center. After 

lunch we will go on a walking tour along the Tejo 

river to Belem and back to Barrio Alto. We will head 

back to the airport and say goodbye to each other.
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ACCOMMODATION

Private atlantic villa in the heart of a small 

fishing village by the ocean 

Super cozy and stylish rooms with 2-4 beds

In case of bigger groups (14+ pax), another 

nearby house with unique characters will 

accommodate the other part of the group

Fresh and hearty buffet breakfast 

Lunches by the sea and gourmet dinners 

at the best venues of the island

MEALS
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THE SURF

Surf will be thought by Sergio, 

a professional surf coach

Often we are the only surfers in the water, 

which makes learning much safer and more 

enjoyable

As we stay on a relatively small island, where 

basically everything is reachable within a 40 min 

ride, we can always choose the most suitable spot 

based on the swell and wind direction, tidal 

movements and the skill of the group 
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7 nights accommodation

Breakfast 

Local transport

Airport transfer from and to Ponta Delgada

Surf lessons and surf guiding

Surfboard and wetsuit rental

BTS tour guiding

Flight tickets (200-400 EUR from mainland Europe, 

destination: PDL - Ponta Delgada)

Insurance that covers surfing accidents 

(the one recommended by BTS: 20-50 EUR)

Pocket money (250-500 EUR) which 

contains the following expenses:

     Entry fees (cca. 8 EUR / thermal baths)

     Lunches & dinners  (5-25 EUR / meal)

Visa (if applicable)

Upon request, we are happy to handle & book plane 

tickets for 50 EUR

BREAKDOWN

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

Price: 790 EUR 

FURTHER EXPENSES
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40% DEPOSIT

BTS ADVENTURE

INQUIRY 1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

WANNA JOIN? FOLLOW THE STEPS BELOW! 

& TRAVEL CONTRACT

PLANE TICKETS

FINAL PAYMENT* 

* 60 days prior departure. In case you are signing up within the 60 days period the full amount has to be paid in one sum.

AVAILABILITY 

CONFIRMATION



+36 30 272 3004

SIGN UP NOW

HELLO@BEYONDTHESTANDARD.COM

OR AKS AWAY ON ANY OF THE PLATFORMS BELOW!

https://vimeo.com/beyondthestandard
https://www.instagram.com/beyondthestandard/?hl=hu
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkOKJBGCp0IoTTe8mdxQAJw
https://www.facebook.com/BeyondTheStandard/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/beyond-the-standard/

